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About This Game

All-Star Fielding Challenge VR is an exciting baseball fielding simulator that puts you at shortstop as you attempt to field line-
drives, pop-ups, and ground balls. Catch enough balls to progress through each round and achieve greatness as you climb the

leaderboard. Casual to hardcore baseball fans will enjoy this fast-paced arcade style baseball action of All-Star Fielding
Challenge VR.
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all-star fielding challenge vr

I'm vastly disappointed at the fact that I didn't get to bang Evan Lark (I REALLY wanted to, he is my type of man, he bakes
scones, omg), aside of that, it was a great CoG title.

Rubber chicken with a pulley in the middle/10. If you want some quick challenging fun get yourself a copy of Xlarn. It's just
like the original we played 25 years ago but with pretty pictures instead of keyboard characters. This game is fun each and every
time you play it. Basically you want to get the Lance of Death. It has multiple difficulty levels to keep you coming back for
more after you conquer it, also has local, friend and global high score charts so bring it on. 100\/100 Also it won't be quick if
you finish the game but all the times you die will be and they will inspire you to come back for more.

~Mazaraku~. It was hard for me to consider whether to recommend the game or not. I decided to recommend, but if you are
interested in the game, read until the end before deciding to buy.

This is a metroidvania-like game with a different concept from what I've seen so far. While the idea and the game itself seems
well done, it's filled with bugs and poor design choices. Frankly, I only recommend it for metroidvania platformer fans, and only
if you do not care about achievements or finishing all side quests. If you decide to buy, only do it when it's on sale, with at least
70% discount.

-------Pros-------

+ Decent graphics
+ Ambient sounds are well done
+ Great variety of enemies
+ Atmosphere is quite good
+ Decent story
+ Boss battles are unique and well done
+ Exploration is rewarding
+ Several weapons and spells
+ Interesting crafting system

-------Cons-------

- Random game-breaking bugs
- VERY poorly optimized
- Jumping is clunky sometimes
- The sword is the only weapon that can hit all enemies
- Some materials are ridiculously hard to get
- RNG is poorly implemented
- One side quest can't be completed
- A lot of spelling mistakes
- Achievements are obnoxious (completionists only)
- Several annoying minor bugs
- Game probably will never be patched
- Side quests are boring
- Can't change the equipment outside the base. Buy it - Barky alone is already well worth the price!

And actually it is a very good offer if you consider that 3.500 Gems = 35$ and 5 Legendary Loot cases = 25$ alone.

And you get Barky!!! I mean look in his eyes and say that you don't want him... Nobody in his right mind would be able to do
that!. I didn't enjoy this at all. I mean all those dialogs and stuff was totally dumb !! I mean this could fool some little kids :)).
This lever turns a gear. Where? On the other side of that wall you can't see.
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Line up the telescopes so you can look through them. No, I mean 'THROUGH' them.
Bahro: I'm sorry, I didn't understand your request.
Break the ice with your weight. I mean the Bahro's weight. I mean the tablet's weight. No, now you stand on it. That's it. No, put
the tablet down first. That's it. Now the bahro. Now you. There we go.
Where's the code for the Jewel door? Oh, through the window? Why can't I just climb through the wind- Shhh...
Yellow + Blue = Red
No, that's just decoration. No, no, that's decoration. That is also decoration at the moment.
No, don't draw that symbol, it breaks the game.
Please stop experimenting and do exactly what we expected.
This gate is too high.. awesome little game!. A hidden gem in the sea of slender clones and horror games that consist of nothing
but jump scares.
Long Night heavily relies on a story driven narrative and static camera angles, like the old Resident Evil and Silent Hill games.
The first half of the game is slow but involves heavy character development and eventually it picks up into an interesting game
that ends on a cliffhanger that future chapters/episodes should continue.
Easily worth the five dollars it costs and a no brainer if you are a survival horror fan!
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Is this one those steam card farms?. i don't know what to say, it's really good, but i think it's too short,
but i love the music, maybe i'll play it again to listen the music,
and thanks to this game, it's made my day :). Dont be fooled by the action packed trailers and the really cool effects..

this game isnt anything CLOSE to that action packed.

99.99% of the time you cant even see what's shooting you, you just see a red triangle. Thats what you fight.. lots and lots of red
triangles.

Its boring AF.

. I love this game so much and I'm so gay.
The main character Suoh is honestly so relatably gay too it's amazing.
And then there's her senpai Yuzuriha who makes me want to call her
onee-san like wtf??

10/10 yuri experience. Battle For The Sun
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects,

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.99 Or Less During Sale
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